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Editor’s Note 

I read my first book of science-fiction in 1965; Ray Bradbury’s The Martian 
Chronicles.  Stories unlike any I’d ever read, filled with ideas and imagery 
unlike anything I’d ever thought of.  Not having sixty cents to spend on 
another paperback, I went to my local library and asked if they had any 
other books like it.  The librarian smiled and said, “Lots of them.  Follow 
me.”  She took me to the sci-fi section and pulled When Worlds Collide off 
the shelf.  “You’ll like this,” she said, handing it to me.  It turns out she was 
right; I loved it.


Not long afterward, I saw the movie Forbidden Planet on our family’s 
black-and-white television.  It blew my mind.  Not long after that, I saw 
The Day the Earth Stood Still on tv and I was hooked.  My lifelong love 
affair with science-fiction had begun - and I was a willing captive!


So when Alan Pizzarelli suggested that I include scifaiku in an issue of 
Prune Juice during a telephone conversation a few months ago, I 
immediately agreed.  He told me a great story about how he’d met the  
sci-fi author Issac Asimov in New York and how Asimov was gracious 
enough to sign the page of a book with one of Alan’s poems on it.  You’ll 
find an excellent essay which Alan wrote about that experience starting on 
page 92 of this issue of Prune Juice, along with a photograph of his poem 
and Asimov’s signature.


Alan suggested that I contact Deborah P Kolodji, a leader in the scifaiku 
community.  She generously offered to spread the word about this issue of 
Prune Juice and wrote an essay about the history of scifaiku and tips for 
writing them.  That excellent essay begins on page 76 of this issue.


I haven’t counted the number of scifaiku submissions I’ve received from 
poets around the world over the past few months but I’m grateful to all 
those who shared their work.
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Of course, in addition to sixty-eight pages of scifaiku, readers will find the 
same quality non-scifaiku senryu and related forms by some of the world’s 
best poets in this and future issues of Prune Juice.


Oh, and there are two poems by three authors in this issue that reference 
William Carlos Williams’s famous ‘red wheelbarrow’ poem.  Where else 
can you find a journal which can make that claim?


Enjoy!


Steve Hodge

White Lake, Michigan
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Adjei Agyei-Baah, Ghana 

heavily pregnant wife

every item on the floor

she calls my name


bus stop

my luggage separated

by two quarreling cabbies
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Debbi Antebi, UK 

homesick -

I breathe through

my mother's scarf

 

lime-scented candle

mother's words linger

after she leaves


dried shells

the nothing I find

in your promises


dried daffodils

looking for approval

even in old age
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Mall Walking 
  

by Michael Dylan Welch and David Ash 
  
  
red face 
my credit card denied 
at Target                                                                                  Michael 
  
        eyes forward as I stride 
        past Victoria’s Secret                                                      David 
  
once-a-year sale 
at the Gap 
nothing in my size                                                                   Michael 
  
hunting at Foot Locker 
for the perfect shoes 
         for mall walking                                                              David 
  
        just window shopping 
        at Nordstrom’s                                                                Michael 
  
third hour at Macy’s 
again she asks me 
to hold her purse                                                                    David 
  

  
Michael Dylan Welch 
Sammamish, Washington 

David Ash 
Mukilteo, Washington 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Johnny Baranski, USA 

stamped

RETURN TO SENDER

mail-order bride


slap shot

the net minder makes

a butterfly save


be it resolved

no more monkey business--

Year of The Rooster


New Year's morning

the rooster

sleeps in


rejection slip

your vampire

haiku sucks


storm warning

a roll of Life Savers

in my pocket


popping corn

the wail of       

police sirens
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HELP WANTED

at the car wash--

Indian Summer


Labor Day

her obstetrician

on call


Orchestra Hall

one couple makes

its own music
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Clayton Beach, USA 

the universe 

is expanding, but not

these pants


another 

Scotch—

Depression glass


fallen cherry petals

envelop her body 

outside the strip club 

the mad world

falls mute & disappears

winter snow
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Freddy Ben-Arroyo, Israel 

 
is tomato

masculine or feminine? 
these French!


I say 3.14 

my (mathematician) daughter's 
killing look


Paris restaurant –

OMELETTE AUX CHAMPIGNONS?

the waitress' curly lips
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Ed Bremson, USA 

dinnertime...

draining all the black from

a can of black beans


home alone...

wondering how to give myself

the Heimlich Maneuver
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Susan Burch, USA 
	 


you put glass shards

inside my bound feet -

step by step

I hobble towards

your ideal beauty

 

full time student-

I work towards 

my degree

one tetrimino

at a time


white jet streaks

sever the endless blue sky -

how quickly you leave me

to fend for myself…

a hitchhiker again

 

the irony

lost on my sister and

her fiancée –

getting married

on Independence Day

 

on Facebook

he gets birthday wishes

from his friends –

100’s of them,

but not one from his son
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Sondra J. Byrnes, USA 

blind faith

everyone at starbucks

journaling


a curled caterpillar

until i know more

about you


family dispute

lily dust peppers

the table


autumn wind

tearing down the last

of my illusions


holiday party

all the stories we’ve

already heard


he and his dog—

taking no chance

on love


new year’s party

each trying to get away

from the another
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his loud voice

in the post office line—

a party long ago


dental hygienist

all the questions

she asks me
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Pris Campbell, USA 
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So Much Depends 
  

by Billie Dee and Michael Dylan Welch 
  
  
a red Toyota

glazed with rainwater

beside the white geese                                           Billie

 

            let us go then you and I

            to get pizza                                                  Michael

 

water water everywhere

the Mississippi lapping

at our porch                                                             Billie

 

I’ve seen the best minds

of my generation

cryonically frozen                                                    Michael

 

            and miles to go before

            I upgrade to first class                                Billie

 

my child’s balloon

disappearing

into that good night                                                Michael


Michael Dylan Welch

Sammamish, Washington


Billie Dee

San Diego, California
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Ana Drobot, Romania 

freezing cold -

I close all windows

on my desktop
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John J. Dunphy, USA 

pavement

a rainbow flag

spotted with blood


harvested cornfield

loose kernels gathered by

a coatless child 


my late friend's phone -- 

on speed-dial

suicide hotline


 All Saints' Day

 caretaker picks up candy

 from a child's grave


 our anniversary

 your side of the bed warm

 from my new dog
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Garry Eaton, Canada 

everything depends

on the little red snow shovel

beside the white sidewalk


meditation class

the incessant coming and going

of thought balloons


Christmas Eve

a pizza delivery van

making its rounds


the eyes

of the flatfish

Evangelicals


taking away bits

of mother's furniture 

relatives I seldom see
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Robert Epstein, USA 

scurrying around

when did I become

Kafka’s cockroach


for so long

I wanted to be older

lying again now


another acceptance

followed by a rejection

the escalator down


following directions

he slipped into a coma

and got reborn


how much louder

it screams after her death

that wall art


closed but not forgotten her heart


medical marijuana or not here they come


you have the right to remain silent old moon
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Robert Forsythe, USA 

measuring the span

of a summer’s day

cloud computing

 

moonless night

the chanting

of the frog sutra

 

chained dog

the wind promises barbeque

then takes it away
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William Scott Galasso, USA 

mistletoe

her circuitous path

across the room 

fingertips

when words

won’t suffice 
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Pat Geyer, USA 

bigly not big league...

his new world order

neanderthal
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Warren Gossett, USA 

night shift

curling around

her absent shape
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Hazel Hall, Australia 

flea market

a smile as the busker 

feels my note


funeral pyre  

the family's grief

lifting
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Peter Jastermsky, USA

backfire from a bus

the war after the war

never ends
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Barbara Kaufmann, USA

chilly evening the part he never got right


Irish stew

stirring up memories

of my grandmother


vacation

my summer read ends 

too soon


winning streak

swimming alone

with the sunlight


hunger moon

the squirrels finish off

a Halloween pumpkin


fluttering bird

the arrhythmia 

in my chest
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Mary Kendall, USA 

slave burial ground

. . . only whispers

and unmarked graves

 

evening news –                                

the tragedies of life

our common thread


winter thaw –

finding a way back

from heated words


morning doves

cooing their way

through the garden…

I, too, never saw

the neighbor’s cat
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Mohammad Azim Khan, Pakistan 

first date

getting to know her

sip by sip


White House 

half swallowed

by the fog


population boom 

ice cities emerge

in the arctic
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Maureen Kingston, USA 

TSA gloves

the first to touch

my honeymoon thong


high school reunion

the sexpot ups the volume

of her hearing aid


newly divorced --

her engagement stone

recast
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Shrikaanth Krishnamurthy, UK 

millions of years

to arrive at this

humanity

it only takes 

a bomb, a god


after a quarrel

sleeping with our legs

entwined

nothing between us

but for the cold 


tap dancing

before his legs

his belly


crowded station

trying hard to look

at nothing


blind date

i suggest a glass

of prune juice
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bric-à-brac 

Sauntering through the streets of Soho, I stumble upon one surprise after 
another- West End theatres, used book stores, Chinese eateries... Cutting 
across the Brewer Street market, I pop into and out of an adult shop.  


The area is dotted with shops that have "Models" on the doors. They 
beckon men with an enticing smile and a hand wave. One of these - a 
slim, attractive, brunette dressed in black. As our eyes meet, I keep my 
smile and walk on.


champaka blossoms another lungful of home
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Michael Henry Lee, USA 

the golden years

draining a glass

half full


2 Corinthians Walk Into a Bar 

there is a segment of Christendom it seems, in which each new generation 
thinks it is theirs that will be the one to see everyone else get what's 
coming to them.


prosperity

the only gospel

worth believing
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Chen-ou Liu, Canada 

the Pacific Coast

dotted with Trump Towers

the smell of winter


Pence's midnight scream

Trump's love oil sky pipelined

to Kremlin towers


Donald Trump toppled;

Twitter bombs stockpiled

in the Situation Room
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Gregory Longenecker, USA 

Monticello

the juxtaposition

of art and slavery


holiday drinks

the spicy scent of

a new urinal cake


the arguments

of seasoned litigators

old couple
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Amy Losak, USA 

almost his age

the man who reminds me

of my father


January

resolving

nothing

 

second week

all the "Happy New Years!"

getting old


in the dark

I dream 
awake


bathroom cleaning

the dirt speck

sprouts legs
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Joe McKeon, USA 

big screen TV

a fly walks across

the orphan's cheek


all day rain

I have learned

not to ask


after fifty years

a different shade

of gray


used text book

the yellow highlights

of a "C" student


top down

my cruise control set

at nineteen


morning after the big bang echoes
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Kris Moon, Japan 
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Ron C. Moss, Tasmania, Australia 
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David Oates, USA 

far from home

a woman's chuckle

through the hotel wall


rock on the radio

the empty bottles in my car

add percussion


putting on his shirt

his nipple still tender

from her bite
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Sandi Pray, USA 

news of your death 

i try to remember

why we fought


one apple 

two friends walk home

bite by bite


deep in the woods

the air between us

breathing


winter night

the long dark click

of a second


a night alone

i drink with frogs

talking of rain


mountain stars

empty beer bottles

play the wind


anger a dove flies through it
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Dave Read, Canada 

winter sun

she remembers my half

hearted promise


long winter night

the bear in me

hits snooze


autumn leaves

she gathers all

my faults


window seat

I reflect on where

I'd rather be
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Michael Rehling, USA 

the sound

of nothing special

singing bowl


as i reach

the end of the path

my mind wanders


the coolness

of winter fog

pulling my socks up


the solemnity

of flowing robes

winter fog


sleeping buddha

the steam grate

whistles him to sleep


organ solo

i wonder if

the slide guitarist died


the certainty of it

so uncertain...

ice
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nothing in this game

two famous poets

arguing 


on a frozen pond

the politics

of graceless swans


zany as normal 

I am watching a movie with Tilda Swinton playing a wonderful role. (I will 
not bore anyone with the name of the movie. It won't help you with the 
haibun.) She is so quirky an artist, but that quirky nature is why I 
suspect I always 'buy' her characters. She is the female Johnny Depp. 
We all know some strange person with twitches with odd words and 
facial actions who are just 'accepted' because they are so unfailingly 
'real'. I press the 'Record' button so I can watch this movie again... 

the way 
my jokes 
are only funny to me 
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Bryan Rickert, USA 

withered

with 

age 

her

rose 

tattoo


undressing–

a glimpse of the girl

she used to be


traveling shoes–

the dust from many states

of mind


children's ward–

unopened flowers

in each bouquet 


streetlight to streetlight

the moth

the beggar
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Alexis Rotella, USA 

a sorcerer

in the White House

snow job


New Year’s Day

my friend, her smart phone

and I
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“Compounding Pharmacy” 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“Anthropologie Mirror” 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“Windowsill” 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Teabag Kimono by Daniela Giles

poem by Alexis Rotella 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Olivier Schopfer, Switzerland 

looking back...

my shadow

taller than I am


soap bubbles

the way we let go

of our dreams


social me me me media
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Laszlo Slomovits, USA 

not even mid-January

I’ve begun bargaining

with my resolutions
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Rachel Sutcliffe, UK 

abandoned crossword

the confusion

in your eyes

 

forgotten notebook

your last tale

remains untold

 

nursing home

only one way

it can end

 

dandelion seeds

another moment

lost

 

soul searching

a duck dives

into his shadow
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Paresh Tiwari, India 

Rorschach blots 

I am too old now. Too old for this new-found honesty. For wearing this 
mandatory thought bubble around my head like a halo.  

That's what they call it 'the halo'! 

As if there is anything remotely saint-like about wearing a ticker of your 
innermost thoughts over a balding head. 

I liked the simpler times, back in the day when we could scream our 
heads off at the buffoon who jumped the signal, or carry huge signs of 
LGBT rights, could say 'I love you' when we fancied a fuck or kill 
someone in our heads; slowly, brutally . . . taking pleasure sawing each 
slimy-limb off. 

rain squalls . . . 
clamping the placenta 
of a pre-term poem 
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Julie Warther, USA 

paying bills . . .

last of the 

Christmas stamps


sucking marrow --

a hole 

in the straw


climate change 

framing the answer

in the form of a question


run hide fight

I know myself to be

a turtle


sunrise . . .

the moment things begin

to get out of hand


a glance that holds --

the quickening

of sand


between meetings

muddling through

a banana
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mid conversation

finding my hand

in yours


window seat

tears fall

into clouds


vertigoingnowhere
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Bill Waters, USA 

napkin peacock —

I wipe my hands

on my pants

 

standing by the window

she checks an app

for the weather
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Michael Dylan Welch, USA 

midday heat—

my car seat adjusted

by the mechanic


at the neon buddha's house

Bashō's frog's legs

for dinner


the neon buddha's mini-me

goes flying

on a lark


Sunday lunch—

the sixth grader eats his soup

alphabetically


Internet romance—

her town

in the map fold


headphones rented

for the in-flight movie—

my dinner, shifting
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Kath Abela Wilson, USA 

election day

high in the pines a squirrel

drops cones on our heads


each other's

better half

he haiku she tanka


my disbelief

all night the owl asks

the same question
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The Dark Side of the Moon:  The Art of Writing Scifaiku 

by Deborah P Kolodji 

When Proxima sets 
            What constellation do they 

       Dream around our sun? 

                                                                     - Karen Anderson 

                                                                                                               
In July of 1962, The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction published “Six 
Haiku” by Karen Anderson.   This is believed to be the first published science 
fiction haiku, or scifaiku, in North America. The following year the poems were 
reprinted by Scribner Paperback Fiction in 50 short science fiction tales, 
edited by Isaac Asimov and Groff Conklin. Karen’s six haiku following the 
stories formed one bookend of poetry for this collection of very short fiction, 
while the poem, “Ballade of an Artificial Satellite,” preceding the stories and 
written by her husband, Poul, formed the other.  The Andersons are a sort of 
royal family of science fiction—Poul Anderson won seven Hugo Awards and 
three Nebula Awards during his lifetime, while Karen, known for coining the 
word “filk” as well as writing the first science fiction haiku (scifaiku) was an 
active writing collaborator, co-authoring a number of science fiction novels 
with her husband.   Their daughter, Astrid, is married to science fiction writer, 
Greg Bear.   Robert A. Heinlein dedicated his 1982 novel Friday in part to 
Karen, and his 1985 novel, The Cat Who Walks through Walls, to Poul and 
eight other members of the Citizens’ Advisory Council on National Space 
Policy. 

It is interesting to note that Karen’s six, 5-7-5, science fiction-themed haiku 
were published before the Haiku Society of America was even formed, which 
means that there was a desire to write haiku and haiku-like poems on science 
fiction themes, even in the early days of English language haiku and senryu.  I 
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met Karen once at a Nebula Awards banquet and she told me she has always 
loved haiku and wrote one for me on the spot. 

Like many haiku poets of the 1960’s, Karen preferred to write in a 5-7-5 
format, but as haiku and senryu written in English evolved, so did science 
fiction haiku.     In 1995, Tom Brinck published the SciFaiku Manifesto on the 
internet, also coining the word, “SciFaiku.”   He called for directness of 
expression, beauty in simplicity, immediacy, and minimalism.   

                                       Naked 
                         he sees she isn’t human 

                                                - Tom Brinck 

Tom had envisioned “scifaiku” to be exclusively about science fiction, yet just 
as horror and fantasy novels are often shelved with science fiction novels, 
some speculative poets started writing horror-themed and fantasy-themed 
haiku and senryu under the banner of Scifaiku, opening the genre beyond 
space exploration, robots, and other science fiction tropes to ghosts, 
zombies, elves, fairy tales, and the infinite realm of what can be imagined as 
subject matter. 

                                                 abandoned nursing home 
                                                 the mahjong tiles 
                                                 still move  

                                                         - Greg Schwartz 
                                                                  Tales of the Talisman, 9.3, 2015 
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                                                paranoid vampire— 
                                                every odd shape 
                                                is a crucifix 

                                                                - Francis W. Alexander 
                                                                   Scifaikuest, November 2016 
  
                                                bloody spindle 
                                                putting another princess 
                                                under again 

                                                                - Christina Sng 
                                                                  Star*Line 40.1, January 2017 
  
Other poets prefer to use to term speculative haiku as a more inclusive term.  
However, since many scifaiku are actually senryu, this only clarifies the 
subject matter of the poem. 

Whatever you choose to call it, scifaiku can be a challenge to write well, but I 
believe it is worth the effort.   Just as science fiction stories can provide 
insight into the human condition by focusing on life outside the norm, whether 
it be on an alien planet or through the eyes of a robot, scifaiku can capture an 
imaginary moment to provide clarity to a real moment on earth. 

For example, the title scifaiku of my 2007 chapbook, Red Planet Dust, was 
really written about a childhood experience during a family road trip to 
Arkansas.   I was elementary school age and we were passing through 
Oklahoma.   When we stopped at a gas station.   I remember how red the dirt 
looked to my California eyes.     I asked my dad if this was how Mars looked 
like.   He said, “I don’t know, I haven’t been there.”       There wasn’t anything 
green in sight, and I have green eyes, so much later in my life this experience 
was the genesis for the following: 
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                                red planet dust 
                                covers beta colony 
                                the only green her eyes 

                                                - Deborah P Kolodji 

I feel this scifaiku perfectly captures my emotion at the time.   Whether at the 
gas station in Oklahoma or a colony on Mars, my eyes are greener than 
anything in sight.   As a child, riding in the backseat of an old Pontiac, I was 
dependent on my parents’ whims as to where we were going.     Just as if I 
were on Mars, I had to wait for the mothership to take me home. 

There are several challenges in writing scifaiku.     First, the ideas may be too 
complicated and unfamiliar to capture minimally and succinctly.     The more 
alien the concept, the more there is a need for something in the poem to draw 
in the reader.   Established science fiction worlds are easier to work with than 
the planet the poet dreams up because the reader is already familiar with the 
world. 
  
                                                beaming… 
                                                my poems translated 
                                                into Klingon 

                                                                 - Haiku Elvis (Carlos Colon) 
                                                                 Frogpond 38.1, Winter 2015 
  

                                                Jedi mind trick 
                                                the bus driver doesn’t ask 
                                                for my transfer slip 

                                                                - Tanya McDonald 
                                                                Modern Haiku 40.1, Winter/Spring 2009 
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However, by focusing in on only one feature of an invented world, the 
resulting scifaiku can still resonate with the reader.   The problem arises when 
too many features of the invented world are referenced, which can result in so 
much of a puzzle that the reader may decide not to decipher it.   This is no 
different from the beginner mistake of trying to overload a haiku or senryu 
with too much, but when the poem is set on an alien planet the problem is 
compounded.   Consider the following poem written for illustration purposes: 

                                  Xergybetl 
                                  our date for binary fission 
                                  under double-moon shadows 

This scifaiku contains a made-up word, which we do not know the meaning 
of, and a world with two moons where the inhabitants reproduce by binary 
fission.   There are also shadows and a date.   The mysterious word’s closest 
English equivalent could be “Energy Petal,” which doesn’t seem to relate to 
anything else.   If only one or two science fiction elements are selected, I 
believe the resulting poem would resonate better with the reader.   

                                                first blooms                                                          
                                                being pregnant under           
                                                the twin moons 
  
                                                twin moons 
                                                my appointment 
                                                for binary fission                              
    
                                                     - Deborah P Kolodji 

In addition to complicated ideas, science and technology are full of complex 
terms and multisyllabic words that challenge minimalistic writing.     To avoid 
27 syllable scifaiku made up of scientific terms, it is best to simplify and 
streamline the initial poetic idea into something more workable.   My 
suggestion is to not worry about this during the initial write – go with the flow 
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and let the ideas percolate.   Then, edit and trim, re-read for clarity, and read 
aloud for sound.   

One method of writing scifaiku about an alien planet or mythological place is 
to conduct a ginko of the imagination.  Close your eyes and imagine the world 
you are writing about, explore and examine the minute details of that place, 
then write about it in normal language, throwing in relevant scientific terms in 
moderation, if necessary.   I once participated in a panel discussion at 
WorldCon 2009 in Montreal, where one panelist was a landscape artist who 
wrote haiku to help visualize landscapes, and the other panelist was a 
Canadian young adult novelist.   The result was an interesting discussion on 
how scifaiku might be used to help visualize an alien world.    

Finally, the best scifaiku captures something about our current universe, even 
if set in another.    

                                the alien’s language 
                                lacking a word 
                                for war 

                                   - John J. Dunphy 
                                    Scifaikuest 

Traditionally, scifaiku was published in science fiction poetry journals such as 
Star*Line, Scifaikuest, and Dreams and Nightmares.     Recently, they have 
been appearing more and more in mainstream haiku and senryu journals.     I 
would encourage you to indulge your imagination and try to write a few.   You 
may even find them addicting!       If you close your eyes, what do you see on 
the dark side of the moon? 
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Deborah P Kolodji, USA 

three moons gleam

in the robot junk heap

my loneliness


helmetless kiss

under the apple tree

Martian greenhouse


Mars biosphere

alien wild mustard

from home


dust storm

from Hellas Basin

our anger


another crater

from the late bombardment period

your latest fling


gas giant migration

your home no longer

my home


drooping tulips

the outstretched arm

of a rusted robot
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x-ray eyes

can he see my heart

beating faster?


chocolate milk

in her left breast

android wet nurse


light speed

a century ahead

of his speeding ticket


we eat too much

on the asteroid belt cruise

weightlessness


a good night’s sleep

the monster in my closet

changes his image


being human

on a planet of threesomes

no shower cold enough


face in the mirror

he still sees the wart

from his frog days


gravitational pull

a child reaches for the jar

of space snacks
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first contact

the anticipation

of its touch


spring cleaning

my mother’s first robot

begs me to keep it


morning launch

of the last ship from earth

cherry blossom rain


Wrong Date 

With a metallic poker-face, the kitchen robot serves fish on Thursday 
instead of Friday, pink flakes of sockeye salmon not even programmed for 
this month. A newly updated home message center   chirps out 250 
birthday greetings a week too late,   one from a deceased uncle, formerly 
from Alaska. Memories flood my progress as I step through   the 
passageway, steam slowly dissipates,   gears stop prematurely, as my 
future disappears.


What year did I set on the time machine?


                    another

                   cornstalk               

                    the neck

                       of

                 Anne Boleyn


Grey, grey, is it Jane Grey?   No, a hundred hammers build a different 
scaffold on the green. The tower, yes, the tower, but the wrong year.    I 
become a historian investigating missing princes in vintage clothes of the 
wrong era. A rose in my lapel, but the color  no longer matters.   An 
executioner glares, lustful eyes of a sixteenth century monarch watch 
coldly.  The time machine  is broken and I look like Kitty Howard. 
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Bashō After Cinderella 

(i) 

a glass slipper 
in the middle of the road 
spring rain 

(ii) 

thistles in bloom 
village gossip 
after the ball 

(iii) 

pumpkin vine 
a mouse remembers 
how to neigh 

(iv) 

fairy dust snow 
perfectly-sized boots 
for her bare feet 
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Cowboys and Indians

 

When Buzz’s dad invents the time shell, he doesn’t tell Buzz’s mother 
about the time he loses Buzz in the Old American West for three months, 
where he  is adopted by a tribe of Cheyenne.   After all, they arrive back 
home only an hour after leaving.  What is there to tell?


So, when Buzz puts on his war paint, Buzz’s dad passes it off as an Art 
Class project.


painted faces

she doesn’t understand 

the terror
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Seasons of a Time Traveler 

  
  

            (i)


the long stem

in Mendel’s pea garden

first kiss

 

            (ii)

 

August heat

we pick the wrong year

to visit Pompeii


            (iii)

 

Poor Richard’s Almanack

a pint of pumpkin ale

with Benjamin

 

           (iv)

 

endless winter

a woolly mammoth crushes

the time machine
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Man'yōshū at Galactic Edge: 
Poems from the Courtesan 

There are no leaves here at Galactic Edge

where a courtesan waits for pleasure

but the ships come and the males pay,

some with their lives --

the first Earthers are clumsy, 

not seeing subtleties 

in what is offered,

paying for the quick wham bam

before blasting to another planet.


he launches 
a latex covered ship 
into the void -- 
the trail of jet dust 
before the orgasm finishes 

Byrnok ride their mates 

with tentacled forearms,

grasping, caressing, exploring orifices

pinpricks of suction cup secretions

becoming an addictive aphrodisiac drug.  

There is an antidote of course

handed down for generations,

female to female in the brothel parsecs

but many choose not to take it.
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drunk with passion 
she swims in his tentacles 
and forgets to breathe -- 
a bird shifts from bare branches, 
gives its song for free 

Tri-sec planet dwellers

do everything in threes, 

and sometimes she indulges them

by spotting one of their partners.

The acts are complicated 

and she doesn't always

get the moves right, but the tips

are good, whether we speak 

of physical or monetary kinds…


new gyrations 
for the zero g experiment 
done in triplicate 

the youngest one has trouble 
entering the porthole 

Solar wind surfers

are fragile, not used to sweat

and pools of body liquids. 

They speak in pillow words

and can climax

from a well-written poem.

Her skills are challenged,

but blood ink drips on parchment,

artistically potent, voice ready.
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words flow 
from the courtesan 
draining his energy -- 
she sends back his body 
but more seek the thrill 

The edge of anything

demands exploration,

and the adventurous arrive

from new worlds each century.

She continues to perfect her art, 

adapting physical responses as needed,

allowing her clients one last indulgence

before crossing barriers

to infinity.


shooting stars 
ejaculated 
into the vacuum -- 
she smiles as he strips 
one last time
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Alan Pizzarelli, USA 

a UFO...

whatever it was

i need a change of underwear

 

 

all excuses spent

I tell my wife about

my alien abduction.

 

 

 

In the dark woods

   the glowing eyes of bigfoot

         ends the weenie roast
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Chance Encounter with Isaac Asimov 

by Alan Pizzarelli 

Back in 1986, I attended the book party celebrating the 2nd edition of The 
Haiku Anthology, edited by Cor van den Heuvel (Simon & Schuster / 
Fireside Books, 1986) at the 66th Street Armory in New York City. As I 
walked by a dining area on my way to the book party, my eyes caught 
sight of a man with bushy gray pork chop sideburns and black horn-
rimmed glasses, who I recognized as none other than the great science 
fiction author Isaac Asimov. As a teenager in the 60's, I enjoyed reading 
his Robot series books, I-Robot (1950) and The Rest of the Robots (1964). 
Now here was Isaac Asimov himself and at the risk of being intrusive, fate 
had put Asimov in my orbit, and I wasn't going to miss the chance to meet 
him briefly and make my acquaintance. I approached him and politely 
introduced myself, "excuse me, Dr. Asimov," explaining that I was a poet 
and fan of his, and attending a book party in the next room. To my surprise 
and delight, he invited me to pull up a chair and sit beside him saying 
"Show me your poems in the book."   As he read through my poems, our 
conversation turned to the poetic forms of haiku and senryu.  We also 
talked about the American haiku movement.  


When he came to my poem:


meteor

the cloud fades back

into blackness
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Asimov raised his bushy eyebrows. I then turned to a poem by L.A. 
Davidson: 


beyond

stars beyond

                star


Needless to say, Asimov was fascinated with the brevity and power of the 
form and the infinite universe the poem conveyed. 
 
I said "Maybe, short Sci-Fi poetry is something for us to explore further?" 
then recalled a poem I had written in 1976 following the Viking 1 orbiter 
photographs of that time: 

	 mars landscape 
	 only the shadows of rocks 
	 orange pink sky 


Asimov's comment was, "The idea has interesting possibilities." 


That said and not wanting to overstay my welcome, Isaac signed my copy 
of the anthology, and after thanking him for his time; I made my way to the 
book party.


At the time, the haiku I shared with him had more to do about "the 
heavens" (all season), more science than fiction. Keep in mind O' sci-fi 
trekkers; this was more than 30 years ago when "sci-fi ku" as it was much 
later coined, flew under the radar and like a UFO was rarely seen or 
recognized as such in the haiku world. It wasn't until the late 1990's that 
scifi-ku took root as speculative literature (i.e. science fiction, fantasy, 
horror, magic realism, surrealism, etc.) with websites such as Tom Brinck's 
1995 Scifaiku Manifesto to The Science Fiction Poetry Association's 
publications of Dwarf Star and Star Line journals.  
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In memory of Isaac, who coined the word "Robotic" here are a few sci-fi 
senryu that show the "interesting possibilities," he had foreseen:


 
Valentine's Day 
his robot writes her 
a poem 
 
      Rebecca Drouilhet 

 
it's recycling day 
a wail from our old robot 
in the compactor 
 
      William Cullen, Jr. 
 
 
heat lightening -- 
a robot whines to a halt 
in darkness 
 
      Joshua Gage


Credits:

“meteor” and “beyond star” from The Haiku Anthology edited by Cor van den Heuvel  
(2nd Edition, Simon & Schuster / Fireside Books, 1986) 
"Valentine's Day" and  "it's recycling day" from Dwarf Stars (2015) 
"heat lightening" from Star Line (Winter 2016 39.1) 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Francis W. Alexander, USA 

blinding gleam - 

I watch the alien 

stepping through mirrors
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Kelly Sauvage Angel, USA 

virtual confinement

the door I dream

leads me back to you

 

hairdresser’s pause

cowlick spiraling

the implant site
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Billy Antonio, Philippines 

ICU

the warm touch

of a robot nurse


space poachers

the last pair of dolphins

leaves the earth


first time away from home metallic snow
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Clayton Beach, USA 

11th hour

     still searching for signs

of intelligent life


event horizon seeking the path inward
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Lori Becherer, USA 

supermoon

I resist the urge

to howl


alien visitor

how rude to stare

at her faces
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Marina Bellini, Italy 

his first cry -

untamed fire

from his six fingers


fashionista -

her spacesuit

ragga roll
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Sidney Bending, Canada 

off world

first date . . .

her shields up
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johannes s. h. bjerg, Denmark 
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The Lover and the Leader 

”in the mood not in” vrr ”mood not” 
her fun-chip 
damaged 

a shimmer in the matrix a saviour is born 

in a cut off room 
I plug her into 
the dark web 

mating in the sewers we'll grow an army 

a crack in the dome 
the other air corrodes 
her 'sistors 

in time mutations will make us bulletproof 

a flock of floolas round the towers 
soon they'll have 
our faces 

with writing a new mind begins 

reprogrammed 
she pretends to understand 
les fleurs du mal 
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the ah's and the oh's in the right place our leader's 
rebooted 

touching her skinlike skin 
I'm transported back  
to my first clone 

in the string of 0's and 1's he'll the 2 
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Origin of Time 

I found that I had a tough, flexible, shock absorbing body. Every second 
I got hammered a foot or so further into the ground by an enormous 
hammer striking down on a giant steel pole with me under it. As I went 
down through the layers of soil, gravel and crystal in both solid and 
liquid form, I went through the clock layer, that layer that is 
characterised by the vast amount of soft clocks and watches crawling 
around in the dark moist earth eating whatever it is they live from and 
multiplying sexually and un-ditto. They truly are a wonder of nature. You 
may have seen them posing as “melting clocks” in Dali's paintings, 
which are, of course, a misrepresentation as they stiffen when they 
come in contact with the open air and the light of the sun. 

sudden heat 
a fly falls in love 
with my brow 

Those watches and clocks are the actual time keepers of this place. 
They make time and they keep time. All that other nonsense about flying 
stones and nuclear flames in pure nothingness is rubbish. Everybody 
knows that! Time itself emanates from a cave deep deep down (I 
hesitate to say “from the centre of the Earth” as I am not yet convinced 
of its shape) and gets picked up for transmission to matter of all kinds 
be it alive nor inanimate by these living clocks and watches. But as it 
happens with nature to which man is no exception not all processes run 
as intended. Just like the thousands of miniature men keeping the 
human body working, some fail to do their job properly and some of the 
thousands of tiny men keeping the small men's bodies working might 
falter too, thus time goes forward in some places and bodies, backward 
in other places and bodies or stand completely still for a long while (and 
can you speak of time when it's standing still? which just shows that the 
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halting of time happens only in an individual or in an isolated object 
while it tumbles all (in all directions so to speak) in their surroundings). 
This is why scientists and philosophers and such low lives cannot agree 
on anything, cannot see the same thing the same way and why I was 
erroneously judged to be sent into the ground and “be abolished from 
the surface of the Earth and the sight of man”, as the judges said, “by 
the Almighty Steam Hammer,” just because I proposed myself as the 
new Origin of Time. By all accounts it would be much easier to deal with 
a such being on the surface of the Earth rather than deep down in a 
place no one really knows ... and one you could talk to … 

last to green 
first to brown, the acacia 
by the church 
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The Whale 

”Ladies and gentlemen! Please step inside and emerge yourself in 
admiration of the wonders of this magnificent beast from the depth of 
the oceans!” The Sprechstallmeister in a tall yellow hat and purple 
circus-like uniform with a big bling-factor stood at the Greenland 
Whale's (also known as Bowhead Whale)  open mouth trying with tall 
tales and fancy words to get us inside - for a wee payment, of course, 
symbolic he'd say - for a guided tour (so it said on the sign) into the 
mysterious being that could be older than Gutenberg's Bible - “One 
never knows with these well kept secrets of the deep deep oceans,” 
he'd say adding to the air of mysteriousness of firstly finding a 
seemingly dead whale from the far North in the park, secondly noticing 
it didn't smell at all and the usual gulls that hang out in that park weren't 
the least interested in the giant lump of flesh (perhaps they had gotten 
used to bits of kebab and pizza and had turned to the bad eating habits 
of this area). 

gosh there's a lot of it air that moves 

“We know so much and yet so little,” he continued “of the life on God's 
green Earth.” Now, I have always been a sucker for the challenges of the 
unexpected - anything that offers a break from the daily humdrum - so 
of course I took his bait and lined up in the not so insignificant queue 
that had formed in front of the great and seemingly fresh mammal full of 
excitement and hopes for a life changing experience. After all, the 
grandeur of the whole thing, the festive clothing of the whale crew and 
the Sprechstallmeister or whatever he was, the happily going circus 
orchestra, the acrobats flying here and there, the jugglers, the clowns 
and what have you may have contributed to my being all worked up. 
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too wild to keep in a bottle Western wind 

So, in I went having paid my 'symbolic' fee which could have kept me 
with food for a week with the others who wanted a glimpse of the 
hitherto 'secret'  whale and we got a grand tour of its mouth and the 
baleen plates nicely decorated with tiny lights and the odd commercial 
disguised as a “sponsored by ...” posters, stickers and what have you 
and one by one we wormed through its narrow throat and got on to the 
playground slide-ish construction that was the stomach and intestines 
(kinda and very fast) and was shot out of its rear end like human 
cannonballs; all in all quite amusing except for the fact that we were 
shot out in the 30 Years War at the battle by Rain an Lech (1632) where 
we were handed spikes, swords and what was left of helmets and 
ordered into battle, but that's another story. When I looked back there 
was no sign of the whale anywhere. 

when it's gone it's still hard to touch autumn storm 
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Tyrannophant 

Reports were heard about a godless monster running amok on the vast 
plain surrounding the research institute but exactly why that was a 
problem was never questioned or answered; it didn't really do anything 
but run around, trample down some grass and small trees. We just 
panicked and went from a 'no danger' state to 'double red alarm' in an 
instant and seeing that none of us were really fighters we called in two 
fellows of The Bloated Beaver Lodge to deal with it. We couldn't really 
alarm the army or air forces – we weren't after all in an American film 
about a mystical invasion of whatever CGI beast the boys behind the 
computer screens had come up with in drug induced haze; ours was a 
very different situation – but Harmfeld had a cousin who was a member 
of that Lodge and had heard this and that about the acquired 
supernatural abilities of the members of the Golden Ear Stage 10 (Most 
Elevated) section of said Lodge and thought it might be worth a try.  

nativity scene 
the usual ninja turtle 
is missing 

Someone phoned them and two very ordinary looking guys showed up 
carrying a briefcase. They looked just like any standard office clerks 
from the 1970's and if you asked me I couldn't describe them. Not then, 
not now. They were the embodiment of anonymity -; something they 
strived for I was told. We showed them the beast and what it was doing 
on our screens. We had sent up drones and bones and scones and what 
have you to monitor the situation. The beast looked like mix of a T-Rex 
(not the band) and an elephant but bright yellow. They looked at it for a 
while, then whispered something to each other in a presumably secret 
language and agreed that this was something they had a remedy for. 
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house improvement 
a battery driven lamp 
in the manger 

The two men asked us to clear our seats and go to stand by the walls. 
The performance of the ritual (they called it a ritual, but what do I 
know?) would need some floor space. They laid down a large piece of 
plastic on the floor saying it was only to avoid leaving stains, went down 
on their knees and from a bottle they poured out some orange juice or 
juice-like liquid (the label on the bottle said: Fluity Bluff, you know, the 
cheap stuff made from only additives and something resembling water 
but who knows? they could have just used the bottle as a temporary 
vessel for a magic potion ...). Then they began licking that orange stuff 
up with their tongues while chanting some words – or strings of words; I 
really couldn't tell – and voilá: from out of nowhere a green 
hippopotamus appeared just outside on the lawn. Then came another 
and another and yet more as the chanting continued. After the 99th 
hippo the chanters' pitch went down with an unsettling quint and the 
hippos began morphing into one and thus appeared the 100th hippo – a 
humongous one – containing the 99 normal sized hippos like a skin; so 
there was this giant green beast made up of smaller beasts running 
inside it and with all that running going on inside it the giant became 
restless and angry.  

in the candy aisle 
my granddaughter declares 
broccoli invisible  

Again a change in the chant and 'our' beast headed out towards the 
other beast. We felt the ground shake as we followed it on our screens 
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and saw how it hurled itself at the first beast tearing it to pieces (hippos 
are indeed creatures to be feared!) finishing it off by jumping up and 
down on it. When the Bloated Beaver boys were informed of how things 
had turned out they stopped chanting and the big hippo and the 99 
smaller ones thereafter burst like soap bubbles and were gone. The 
original yellow T-elephant had turned into a bus. Now it transports 
citizens from the small villages in the area to where they want to go. But 
that's another story. 

eve or morn 
Christ is born 
every second 
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Danny Blackwell, Spain 

i lay his body down 

in the lūcus groves with the sign: 

demons welcome


electric snow in spring 

co-workers entranced

only by their lunchboxes
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Dan Campbell, USA 

Pity 

Those aliens, 

They are far from home and

Nearly all of them are cursed with

Two hearts
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John J. Dunphy, USA 

the alien's language

lacking a word

for war


used spaceship lot

dealer rolls back an odometer

800 million miles


jury selection

prosecutor objects to

the defendant's clone


ex-nuclear test site

a prairie dog peers from its hole

with both heads


school cafeteria

the half-alien child

eats alone


Pledge of Allegiance

an alien immigrant covers

both his hearts


polygamist

each wife and family in

a parallel universe
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Midwest excavation

an alien skeleton riddled with

stone arrowheads


Earth

the alien hitchhiker's thumb

pointed upward
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Joshua Gage, USA 

Kepler-186f

the red, red grass

of home


red light district

the stickiness

of tentacle mucus


Kepler-16b

my boot prints filled

by both my shadows
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Samar Ghose, Australia 

tent revival

my clone stages

a walkout


bluetoothing

into and out of

Broca's Brain


Allelic Hopscotch  

Ancestry dot com has produced a banyan root snaking off overseas 200 
years ago to an ancestor of European origin whose antecedence to my 
generation of me my brother my sister or the one before of my mother and 
her sisters or even their mother as far as I know has remained masked in 
any physically behaviourally or developmentally identifiable manner in any 
of us except for now—on paper. 


What else from where else how else and of course who else am I could I 
would I have been or . . . am?


the cell division cutting floor litter of my other worlds quarks aside the 
reason for being

                        . . . in any dimension
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C.R. Harper, USA 

ger-

rymandering Gany-

mede


ready shuttle droid

one eye on the road

two in the glovebox
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Gregory Longenecker, USA 

Monday morning

another day in

the Oort cloud

 

once more

to be on earth in the glow

of a full moon
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Lauren McBride, USA 

Lunar tour - I've lost weight!

 

anti-gravity boots

my daily walk

even more uplifting

 

time tunnel beckons

travel bag in hand

I choose the future first
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Carma Lynn Park, USA 

The surgeon embedded artificial nerves in her prosthetic hand. Now she 
can feel a handshake, a fire burning, the color of rain. 


On the light planet they grafted wings to her back at birth. Now she hunts 
the sky wolves and can’t imagine earthbound feet.
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John W. Sexton, Ireland 

Another Sheet of Sky

 


the teapot Djinn …

by her third cup the vicar’s wife

finds God

 

on the octahedral planet …

we grasp new angles

of gravity

 

hot in his circuitry coat 
fingers always 
on the buttons

 

retro me, Satanas ...

crowded with thought the thoughtless

filled that space

 

the frockodile's wardrobe ...

every dress comes

with its own teeth

 

cried their blue tears

into candle moulds … their sorrow

exhaled as soap
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life on scale-model Earth … 
we paste another  
sheet of sky overhead 

inside the lemon pip …

the bitter Empress

seethes yellow
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Dreaming of electric sheep 
a winter junicho 

by Vladislav Vassiliev (vv), UK 
and Valeria Simonova-Cecon (vs), Italy 

ill on a journey -  
my dreams go wandering still  
over harvested planets 

vs 

the glass of a cryosleep tank  
steamed up for a moment 

vv 

dark and golden-eyed 
reflection in the mirror  
smiling  

vs 

it's our wedding song:  
"The Final Countdown"  

vv 
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hatching out  
of this warm red-blooded  
human body 

vs  

not bigger than acorns  
these throwaway diamonds 

vv  

gravity gives  
and gravity takes...  
moon halo  

vv 

on our knees  
we pray facing the Earth  

vs 

one robot bee  
ditched the others  
to lick an ice-cream 

vv  
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the time machine booth  
closed for maintenance  

vs 

this bionic arm  
slowly grows on me --  
cherry blossoms 

vv 

dreaming of electric sheep 
on a spring afternoon 

vs 
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Christina Sng, Singapore 

a world

of possibilities

my cat in a box
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Alan Summers, England 

Nova Normandy 3044 

First there are the phantoms, wheeling around the up currents in an early 
morning acid;


	 	 the sun shielded behind laser carved mountains.


Next the spray is smashed outward, and slides between cloud scraped 
shards. The tones of cloud banks subdued, and I stink in all the guises of 
magnesium, and iron and chlorine gripped in Co2


it’s that persistence of sweetness and chalk leaping out and through me, 
disturbing and my water defined by the colour it takes from the sky.


I'm just me, feeling stupid as usual, alone in detritus, at the dull edge

of debris, snapping in and out of reminiscences…


The fact is I have never felt part of anyone's landscape, and it's really

too late to do that now. I invent tricks, some allied to memory, some to

encase empathy; a familiar scent of nostalgia for times long past:


	 	 	 	 	 	 counting tadpoles

	 	 	 	 	 	 the six year old

	 	 	 	 	 	 saves the world


I try to stop the pareidolia, seeing faces in things, drag sea colours to

me, stroke manganese blue; save the once vibrant white around each 
rock; and pull away from a wasted sky while it’s still flaming.


    gradually dimming the stars I adjust the astronaut in me
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the dirty sheen of space suits

the smell of regolith as spent gunpowder


I'm being painted straight into the sun.


There is a case, when we return to Earth, that we need to bring vials like

planet-infused cologne from our distant outpost, or die of

other-homesickness.


escape velocity

the moons pull oceans

behind Apollo LXX


The simulation training over at the slide of a hand, I know there is just

hours to avert loss of life, not just on our side, but the others. I

shudder that so many lives will be expended. I select something from old

records to sustain me, something to fight for later. In what can hardly be

correctly termed as a ‘day’ any longer, or as night to be honest, despite

the darkness outside and the intensity of lighting onboard, there is some

messed up confused thing that denies twilight. I calculate that dawn is

happening somewhere back home…


war moon

the flickering of humans

at birdsong
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sharkskin shoes

the whisper of nanobots

in his breath


gun-ship hues

the different spellings

in alphabet spaghetti


fifth kind encounter

humans replace crows

as an idiom of murder


winding sheet

the slow egress

of android Fred


the smell of old white

everything is replicated

in me


microwave meals

the childbot spins itself

into rainbow splatter


sunflower forest

a half-human climbs

into van Gogh


the narrow roads

in parallel universes

a butterfly sneezes
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double thumbs

the supplicant’s throat opens up

its tattoos


escape velocity

the moon pulls oceans

behind Apollo 11
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Dietmar Tauchner, Austria 

end of the year

the world I live in

a hologram


easter sunday

my old father believes

in alien life


speed of night

somewhere beyond big bang

i am a unicorn


extended night

as many galaxies

as neurons
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N.E. Taylor, USA 

a story told

through a telescope

beginning of time


time snake

quiet poison

scaling history


helmet seal gaps

the terror

no one hears
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Hansha Teki, New Zealand 

wormhole trip . . .

my shadow and I

splice genes


on a narrow road

to the heart of the moment

before time began


insomnia . . .

I yawn my way through

some parallel dimension


inaugural flight

the eagle switches to

autocratic pilot


paper cranes . . .

I bend time and space

a thousand times


the reflections

of an alien species

out of my mind


eye contact . . .

particles appear smaller

than their wavelengths
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Paresh Tiwari, India 

Chiaroscuro 

It’s a pretty painless procedure, sir. Our highly qualified specialists have 
been doing it for decades now, right from the inception of the idea. You 
won’t feel a thing. 

To put it as simply as I can, we will unshackle your old shadow, gather it 
in a vial, scrape out any residue and then add a brand new piece to your 
feet. 

Yes, we do have designer shadows in our inventory! You can check our 
website. 

Well, we will have to stitch it to your ankles. Believe me; you do not 
want a shaky-wobbly shadow following you around like a wet dog. 

No, of course we cannot glue it up! What if you enter a puddle and it 
comes undone? 
No not the Velcro either! 

Sir, I understand the portability it offers. But it’s pretty easy to forget 
your shadow behind on a dark rainy day unless it’s permanently fixed to 
your ankles. 

No I am afraid your medical insurance would not cover the costs of the 
surgery sir. We still consider it cosmetic in nature. 
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Yes sir, even if the old one is in a bad shape. Or like yours severed in 
two. 

cloud cover . . . 
the moon closes on 
C-minor 

Electric Chair 

He loved sparrows. And when the last one goes limp in his cold-
creased-tired palm, he scrounges far and wide for the perfect alloy and 
the right gears. The quest for a power source that would last an eternity 
and is small enough to fit inside a dainty body, leads him to the 
algorithm of body heat and the equation of life force. He even calculates 
the precise need of reproduction and that of self-preservation. 

Piece by piece, jewel by jewel, the seamless machinery falls in place 
and by nightfall, a tiny heart beats against his fingers. 

The next morning when the house-keeper flicks the curtains apart, 
flooding the room in egg-yolk warmth, she finds the crumpled remains 
of an old man’s clothes and a sparrow twittering around the faux ceiling, 
testing its brittle mechanical wings against the downward draft of 
ventilation ducts. 

war news . . . 
the dark underbelly 
of autumn clouds 
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Call for Your Hunka Hunka Submissions! 

Prune Juice will publish a special feature showcasing your poetry,  
essays, stories, photos and more about Carlos Colón (a.k.a. Haiku Elvis) 
in our July 2017 issue.  Most of us know that Carlos was loved by a 
great many people in the haiku and senryu communities when he 
passed away unexpectedly last October. 

Besides being a talented poet, Carlos was also a funny, gracious, 
generous person.  His performances as Haiku Elvis at Haiku North 
America events and elsewhere were hilarious.  If you haven’t seen him  
doing his Elvis thang, you can check them out on YouTube.  Many of us 
will miss his wishing us a “hunka hunka happy birthday” every year now 
that he’s gone. 

If you knew Carlos, feel free to send your stories, photos, poems or 
anything you care to share about the time you spent with him.  Whether 
you knew him or not, we’d like to see your poems inspired by him, Elvis, 
Priscilla, Graceland, Shreveport, Louisiana, blue suede shoes, fried 
banana sandwiches or whatever you think might help pay tribute to 
Carlos. 

Carlos wrote a great many hilarious as well as profoundly serious 
poems, so don’t hold back in this tribute to him. 

Please send your submissions by June 15, 2017 to: 
prunejuicejournal@gmail.com. 
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